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Chapter 2

2.6 NORMAL CONDITIONS OF TRANSPORT

Tests which demonstrate normal conditions of transport are specified in 10 CFR, Ch. 1 Section 71.71.
One critical component of the F-294 package is the C-188 sealed source capsule, which is part of the containment
system of F-294. This capsule is illustrated in Chapter 4, Appendix 4A.2. It is designed, tested and certified to
meet the requirements of both the IAEA SS 6 - Special Form Requirements (Ref [9D and the ANSI Standard
N542 (Ref [lOD. Certificaton of prformance to these standards is also included in Chapter4, Appendix 4A.2.

2.6.1 HEAT

A detailed thermal evaluation of the normal conditions of transport as they apply to the F-294 Package is
reported in Chapter 3, Section 3.4. For 360 kCi of cobalt-60 in the cavity of F-294, the maximum steady
state temperature within the cavity is determined to be 8247F (440'C) (C-188 source temperate). This
temperature will be the same for both the F-294/F-3 13 and F-294/F457 configurations.

2.6.1.1 Summary of Pressure and Temperatures

2.6&.1.1 Summary of temperatures in the F-294 package

For 374,428 Ci of cobalt-60 loading (5.766 kW), the temperature distribution of the F-294 package is
given in Table 26-T1 and Figure 2.6-Fl. The temperatures stated in the Table 2.6-TI, column 2, include the
following thme (3) temperature correction &ctors:

1. Ambient temperature factor- (380C - 200C = 180C
2. Totalmeasurcemnterrors: ±30Cfortemperaturerangeupto3OO0 Cand±4'Cfortemperature

range up to 450° C.
3. Solarheat factor impact on the casktemth ratces: (I)

2.6.1.1.2 Summary ofpressures in the F-294 package

The determination of the pressure build-up inside the cavity of the F-294 container and the C-188 sealed
source'is presented as follows:

Maximum Internal Pressure

#1. Cavity of F-294
The calculations for the pressure buld-up in F-294 cavity are presented in Chapter 3, section 3.44. We
shall recapture the results her Given that the maximumr activity within the cavity is the same regardless
of the source carrier used, temperatures of the F-294 container will be the same for both the F-3 13 and
F-457 source carriers.
The cavity of F-294 in normal conditions of transport is at 16 psig and average environment
temperature of 6060F.

#2. C-188 Assenbly.

The calculations for the pressure build up in C-188 assembly are presented in Chapter 3, section 3.4.4.
We shall recapture the results here:
During normal conditions oftransport of C-188's in F-294, the C-188 has internal pressure of
22 psig and temperature of 8240F (4400C).

JNTR 9301 F294, Revislon 4 -2.40- July2003



Chapter 2

Table 2.6-T1
F-294 Steady State Temperature Distnbution Pror to Drop Test of the F-294

(F-313 Source Carrier Configuration).
Igi§~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ " il __ _! - -w............................. } S....77, , _ , o' . ._ . ._ , . 11".,N... i __,.¢ ___...,_. ._ . ...- _.

Esternal surace of padwge:

Ambient . WC 20°C. 38°C 400

Bottom ofext cyLt fireshield . . . .. 43C 21C 45C 373

*MLddle ofcxtcyL fir.shield 48C 26-C 44C .251
-I. * . .

TOP ofcxt. cyl. firshield . 58C 36C 49°C 315

Boi offi ( u r) eioe tod ._l . .... ' 45°C. 230C NIA
TOp of csh shield (air), exit fr6m6cinme- *.. ..: 66C 44°C N/A

Top of dm e big , 75°C *53°C .70°C .709

Top i6sh a1ecdffreShidditppcr =tLce, entre . 620C 4C 511C 85

* Top wish shield hield, qdppperae; mndwaj ceizi/edge 62°C 400C *SlC 88

UTp cush uhid sbipd, perfmce, edge. 6SC 43°C 5rC 295

F shield, fiii bottcm: . 490c 48C NMA '

Main sdield plug (top rfe) i34C. 112rC .149 0C 40

F C fin() . - 129C' lorc 117C 185

Coo fin (tp). N/A N/A IO0C 702

NcdIcale)w NA N/A: 81C 717

NIC secoyaLil) NA N/A 131C .118
Co=6erralLw mid-level :. . 129°C IOPC- IIrC 185

CminerwalLbota (priaryshell) b . 1A IVA. 96eC 215

Cosinrwall, boioi(scd rsbell) . 'N/A N/A 83°C 732

Sectkn rugh thehielding te contan. ui'd .. ..

Ouarwall (external ,ilevel) :129°C 1070C llPC 185

ouerwall (Intemil -mid klvl) .. N/A N/A .;118°C 173

Lead shielding (outside radius) .A. N/MA 1S2°C 673

Lcad shieddg, a_* age . . ~. - NIA NIA N/A-
Leadshieling (iid tadius) . N/A iN/A 18C 141

Cywity vvell (outside radf) . N/A N/A 181*C 141

Cafvt wyll (inside radis) -. 197C 175°C 181'C 146

Ctbotto IVA N/A 172CC 136

C-1t8: One ring Only S/N 59532 44rCC 417rC NIA ' -

C-188:Onering Ocir.S/N5947 5 ' 438 C iS4150C N/A -

Dotrom ofthe main shield plug 222rC .200TC 215*C 17

NoteS Corrected foranbient, measrevent os end olarheat, ace Chapter3,Appedix 3.62 for details.
2 Measured tst data,, see Ciapter 3, Appendix 3.62 for details (374,428 CL; 5.766 kW)

Finite Element Model (FEM) beat tansfermodel, see Chapter 3, Appendix 3.6.4 for detls.

ZN/FR 930) F294. Re�,n 4 2.4)- *Ju�y2003
.OU9301 294, Peyvim :- 2C1 - . Jly2003



Chapter2

Figure 2.6-F1
Measured Steady State Temperature for F-294 Container (374,428 Ci load: 5.766 ki)

Before the F-294 Drop Test (wvith F-313 Source Carrier)
I

29 C

20 C

T/C :3 - C-I88 TEMPERATURE 1435-C3, NOT SHOWN IN THIS PLANE
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Chapter2

2.6.1.2 Differential Thermal Expanslon

Te tee rs to determine the thermal expansiops are taken firm Chapter 3, Appendix 3.6A. Given ftat
the maximum activity within the cavity is the same regrdless of the source carrier used temrres of the
F-294 container will be the same for both the F-313 and F-457 source carriers.
Axial - Stainless Steel Expansion *.. .

1. Container external stainless-steel wall of a : 2y3.4 s23°C at to (Node 105),
280.4°F (138C0) at bottom (Node 600).'
AL 4*ci* AT

= 43 iiL * [10 * 10e]WinF *.[280.4-253.4] OF
- 0.012inL '

2. Container internal stainless stcei lower cavity wll:
345°F (1740C) at top (Node 93), 3362"F (169C0) itbodtom (Node 138).
AL = Lagss*AT

= 19.75 in. [10 l ] infinPF *[34522-3362] "F

3. Container internal stainless steel upper cavity Wall:
285.8T (1i410 at top (Node 98), 332.60F (16700) at bttom (Node ?).
AL =4*ft*AT

11 in. * [10 *l0]in/lrfF* [332.6-285.8] °F
0.006 in.

4. Plug Cylinder.
320°F (1600C) at top (Node 16), 3870F (197CC) atbottom (Node 4).
AL 0 ~rAT

G| in.*[10* 0I ]inrm/OF [387 320]CF
0.008 in.

Tbe plug has clear, free room to expand axially up to 0.040 in.

Diametrical - Stainless Steel Expansion ..-..

1. caviy wall ;

AD = D, * ct* AT
= 1 10 * 10 [358.9 (Node 146) -357.8 (Node 141)] DF
= 0.0001 in.

2. External wall
AD =D,=*x*AT

=35.5* 10*10*"[244.4(Node(173) 242.6(NodeI185)]0 F.
Z0.0006 in.

The container has clear free room to expand; therefore thermal stresses shall not arise.

JN,7X 9301 F294. Revision 4 -2.43. Ji4y 2003
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Chapter 2

2.6.1.3 Stress Calculations

1. C-188 Sealedsource:
C-188 Sealed Source: Due to build up of internal pressure, C-188 encapsulation stresses are
calculated and presented in Chapter 4, Appendix 4.4.4.
Due to internal pressure of22 psig in the C-188 during Normal Conditions of Transport of the
F-294,
* thehoopstressinthetubeawayfromjoint=157psi
* thehoopstressinthetubeatthejoint=235psi
* the bending stress in the end cap = 4 psL

Based on yield stress of 16,500 psi for ss3l6L at 8240F, C-1 88 has a Factor of Safety of 70.2
and Margin of Safety of 69.2 Therefore the containment, i.e., the outer assembly of C-188 sealed
source, shall maintain its structural integrity.

2. Main Closure Plug Bolted Joint.
Due to build-up of internal pressure, the main closure plug bolted joint is examined in detail in
Chapter 2, Appendix 2.10.4 and Chapter 4, Appendix 4.4.3. The internal pressure in the cavity is
16 psig; see Figure 2.6.1-F2. The bolted joint shall be maintained during the normal conditions of
transport.

The internal pressure load, Wor is calculated as follows:
Wop = AP* Area

= UP * [(t * (2/4]
= 16. *n * 15.912/4 [psi * in2]
=3,200lb.

where
WOP
AP
G

= internal pressure load in pounds
= 16 psi (internal pressure - outside the F-294 container at atmospheric pressue)
= gasket reaction diameter= 15.91 in.

The gasket seating load, Fs3 , is calculated as follows:

Fsc; = 7*b*G*y
where

Fso = gasket seating load in pounds
b = effective gasket seating width
G = gasket diameter
y = gasket seating stress = 200 psi

(Ref. (17] i.e., ASME VMII Div. I: Table UA-49-1)
Basic gasket seating width, bo = actual width of gasket/2

= (16.38 - 15.44) x 0.5/2
= 0235 in.

When bo 5 1/4 in., the effective gasket seating width, b = bo = 0.235 in.
When b0 5 1/4 in., diameter at location of gasket reaction, G

G = Mean diameter of gasket contact face
= (16.38 + 15.44) x 0.5
= 15.91 in.

iN/FR 9301 F294. RevisIon 4 -2.44- Jury 2003
l~RVIM 9301 F294, Revision 4 -Z44- July2003



Chaprer 2

Gasket seating load, F50  .*

Fso; =lr*b*G*y
= n*O 0235 * 15.91 *200.
= 2,400 lb.

Therefore, gasket seating and internal pressure ldad scting' on the plug,
WWh)nld,+dM =FSG+WOP

=2,400 + 3,200
= 5,600 -

Design check: what is the total bolt load avalable on basis of 2/3 * yield stress of the bolt
material?
16 cap screws (1-8-UNC: UNBRAKO 1960) 1-in. are specified as closure plug bolts:
For UNBRAKO 1960 cap screw material, tiTS 180,000 psi; YS = 155,000 psi.

Bolt data - 1-in nominl diameterf
stress areaperbolt = 0.551 i 2 .
root diameter = 0.838 m:
UNC =coarse thread
8 thads per incb(8 tpi).

WWOtd.,.W. - nb. of bolts x bolt area x allowable stress
= 16 x 0.551 x [2i3 xYS]
=16x0.551 x0.667x 155,0DD
= 911,000 lb.

As Wkb W W, (911,000 lb.) > W th m,+d (5,600 lb.), the closure plug bolting design is more
than adequate to resist the forces on the closure.plug due to internal pressure.

Safety factor (SF) .- pt.N=
=911,0001b15,600 .;

=162
Margin of Safety SF - 1 = 162 - I = 161
As the margin of safety (MS) is greater ghan zero, the bolted joint as specified shall be maintained |
during normal conditions of trasort of the F-294 package.
Consequently, the bolted joint shall be maintained during the normal conditions of transport

3. Cavity wall due to build -up of intal ssure:

The hoop stress in the lower cavity tube, without taking lead restraint into account, is as follows:
chw , =p d/2t

Vhere
p - 16psigintm a pressure
d =meandiameteroflowercavitytube= 12.0in.
t 0.500 in.
a -16 x 12i x0.5= 192psi.

For ss304L at 400T, yield stress =20,00p psi.

!A&TR 930) F294 Revfrlon 4 
Jz4y2003
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Chapter 2

Safety Factor (SF) = allowable stress/applied stress
= 0.667 xYS/0,6
= 0.667 x 20,000/192
= 69.4

Margin of Safety (MS) = SF - 1 = 69.4-I = 68.4

4. Lower Cavity End Cap:

The bending stress in the lower cavity end cap, without taking restraint of lead into account,
is as follows:

C% =C~t/d2

where
c = constant based on joint geometry

= 0.2 based on ASME VI, Division 1, Figure UG = 34 ()
p = internal pressure = 16 psig
t = thickness ofend cap = 0.75 in.
d = internal diameter ofthe tube = 11.5 in.
C.% = 0.2 x 16/10.75/1 1.5 2 = 752 psi

For Hastelloy C-276, YS, yield stress at 400 'F = 37,000 psi
Safety Factor (SF) allowable stress/applied stress

= 0.667 x YS /Ia1
= 0.667 x 37,000t752
-32.8

Margin of Safety (MS) = SF - I = 32.8 -1 = 31.8

Therefore, the lower cavity assembly under build-up of pressure of 16 psig has sufficient margin
of safety such that the structural integrity of the cavity assembly shall not be compromised.

5. Thermal stresses

Based on the estimates of thennal expansions given in section 2.6.1.2, there are no significant
thermal stresses as the components have sufficient room to expand freely.

NJN7 9301 F294. Aevislon 4 -2.46- Juy2003
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Figure 2.6.1-F2
Internal Cavity Pressure on the Closure Plug.. y * : -r Plug....
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Chapter 2

2.6.2 COLD

A steady-state ambient temperature of -400 F (-40'C) would not adversely affect the ability of the package
to contain its radioactive contents or shield the environment There are no liquids present within the
package to freeze under these conditions nor are the materials used in the construction of the package
(see Table 2.3-TI) subject to brittle fracture as discussed in section 2.1.2 of this report.

Because of the high thermal conductivity of the lead, stainless steel and carbon steel, the primary materials
used in the construction of the container of this package, no steep thermal gradients exist in the container to
cause significant thermal stresses.

2.63 PRESSURE

An external pressure equal to 3.5 psia would have no effect on the package. In Chapter 2, Appendix 2.10.5, |
it is presented that the container shall withstand 44 atmospheres (650 psi) without taking credit of lead
shielding and fin restraint. Therefore the F-294 container shall have no difficulty withstanding the external
pressure equal to 3.5 psia.

Safety Factor (SF) = 650 / (3.5 + 14) = 37

Margin of Safety (MS) = SF - 1 = 37-I = 36

The package is designed to transport radioactive C-188 sealed sources. These sealed source have been
designed, tested and certified to meet the Class 5 external pressure test requirements of the ANSI N542
Standard (see Chapter 4, Appendix 4.4.2). This test requires that the capsule be subjected to external
pressure ranging from 3.5 psia to 10150 psia without any loss of integrity. Hence, the source capsule is
designed to withstand external pressures ranging from 0.25 atmospheres (3.5 psia) to 690 atmospheres
(10,150 psia).

Safety Factor = 69010.5 = 1,380.

Hence, in summary, the F-294 package would be unaffected by an external pressure equal to 0.5 standard
atmospheric pressure.

2.&4 VIBRATION

2.6.4.1 C-188 Sealed Source

The C-1 88 sealed source is designed, tested and certified to meet the Class 4 vibration test requirements
of ANSI N542 Standard. This test requires the capsules to be subjected to vibrations ranging from 25 to
80 Hz at 1.5 mmn peak to peak amplitude and 80 to 2000 Hz at 20 g for 90 minutes. According to RDT
Standard No. F-8-9T (Ref. [23]), the highest frequency of vibration encountered during normal transport
by road is 500 Hz. As the 2000 Hz level of the ANSI N542 vibration test is higher than the vibration
frequency of 500 Hz encountered in road transport, this test, along with clean track operational record,
provides a reasonable assurance that the C-188 sealed source is unaffected by the vibrations due to normal
conditions of transport.

2.6.4.2 Packaging

The fasteners used on the F-294 package are listed as per Table 2.6-T2; the applied nominal torque on
each of the fasteners is also given in Table 2.6- 2. The variation on the nominal torque is L I10%. The
assessment of the effect of vibrations due to normal conditions of transport is carried out analytically and
on the basis of the field experience of the similar F-23 1 package. The areas that are considered susceptible
to the effects of the vibrations are as follows.

1. closure plug screw
2. fasteners for fireshield, crush shield and skid.

INffR 930! F2P4� Revis loft 4 -248- Ju�v 2003
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Chapter 2

2.6.4.2.1 Demonstrafion byAnalys.

a) It is assumed that the closure plug screws would loosen oy if the plug KNEOPRENEe gasket
assembly attained resonance, meaning the applied frequency is equal to the natural frequency
(X-. *;-- .-- :. .. *

X = [km]0 % iad/sec * - -
where -

k = spring constant ofdthe "NEOPRENE " aket
= Totalpplied bolt load, F*,,wdcfrmation of gascet, :
=396,000 lbJ0.010 in.
=9.6 106 bIin .

The applied bolting torque, T= 100 ft-lb. 1,200 in.-Ib.
Now T = C * D.= * Fbi k.

where . ..

C

D.
)'*

constant = 02
cNozninal diamnetrofthscrwc 1 inchI

Force per screw, lb.'

* * ~D~....,Therefore
I. Fb

.,L.LU ...
:::6,000 lb. perfistener . :.

For 16 faster .

Total foree,Fw 16 *.Fb* 16 6,000 =96,0O lbt
Assume'thatthe"NOPRENE' asktis deformed (compr by = 0.010 in.

m. inass of the closure plug
=11651b.

-i___r___re. ...
,Iheretore

I [(9.6 I 0'Y(1,070IbJ385 ifsec2)]0'
= 1,S58radzsec : : ;
Z= 295.7 Hz .'
= 295.7 IL -.

According to the "DRAFT" RDT Stindard No.;F-8-9T (Ref. [23]), the highest frequency of
vibration encountered during normal triniport by rbhd (on bed of truck) is 500 Hz. Based on
range of 3c distriution, 500 Hz represents highest, I Hz rprsents the lowest in the range of
vibration distribution. For the F-294, the closure plug bolted joint is estimated to be of frequency
295 Hz. Tbis is considered adequate to .ntain tlie'joint tight'to withstand the vibrations based
on xperience ofsimilarpackages toF-294 (seesection 2.6.4.2.2 below).

b) The main fireshield, the crush shield and the skid are fastened with bolts plus standard spring
lockwashers. The applied torque on the I in. nom. diameter fasteners is 200 ft.-lb. This
inethod is considerid idequate'to prevent the bolts'from loosening.
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2.6.4.2.2 Demonstration by Field experience of Similar F-231 Package

In the last 5-year period, MDS Nordion's F-231 package has been shipped from the Ontario Hydro Nuclear
Power Reactors, Bruce NGS or Pickering NGS sites to MDS Nordion, Ottawa site, by road transport only.
The following data provides the history. There has been no recorded evidence of loose bolts or screws on
arrival at destination. The F-231 closure uses 1O fasteners (eight [8] 314 socket head and two [2] 314 hex
head) and 1,800 in.-lb. of torque per fastener to seat the neoprene gasket. Table 2.6-T3 compares the F-294
plug/container closure bolted joint to the F-231 plug/container closure bolted joint. The natural frequency
of F-294 closure bolted joint, %XF29= 295 Hz is similar to the natural frequency of F-231 closure bolted
joint of (L,.231 = 395 Hz.

Therefore, F-294 fasteners on the closure plug are not expected to loosen when subjected to the vibrations
in the normal conditions of transport by road.

Table 2.6T2
Fasteners on the F-294 Package

Item 12 1-8-2.0 UNC, Soc. HD. Screw, Main Closure Plug To Container 100
Qty = 16 Unbrako 1960, Low Alloy Steel Inner Shell Assembly
Item 4 1 -8x2.25, hex. HD., bolt, A-354, Crush Shield Retaining Bolts 200
Qty = 8 Gr. BD (Or SAE Or. 8)
Item 4 1 -8x3.25, HEX. HD, bolt, A-354, Crush Shield Retaining Bolts 200
Qty = 8 Or. BD (Or SAE Gr. 8) -
Item 21 1-8x2.25, Hex HD., Bolt, A-354, Fixed Sidd To Shipping Skid 200
Qty = 8 Gr. BD (Or SAE Gr. 8)
Item 28 1-8xi.75, Hex. HD., Bolt, A354, Cylindrical Fireshield To Fixed Skid 200
Qty= 16 Gr. BD (OrSAE Gr. 8)
ItemI 1, 1In2 I Cajon Pipe Cap Ventline Blind Cap 20
Qt=2 (ithNickel Gasket)
Item 18, Cap, Ss304L A-276 Drainline Blind Cap 50

-y-I (With Neoprene at)

Iten Nwnbcn as per Engineering Information Drawing nsrted in Chapter 1, Appendix I AZ

Table 2.6-T3
Comparison between F-294 and F-231 Plug/Container Closure

; lT],4i~:Des Uoijoiv ' *. 94g 2.,.*.i.'*-

I Plug Weight 1,070 lb. 750 lb.
2 Fasteners - 8 3/4-10
3 Fasteners, Qty. 16 10
4 AppliedTorque 100 R.-lb. 150 R.-lb.
5 AppliedLoad perBolt 6,000 lb. 12,000 lb.
6 Gasket "Neoprme" 6Neopen
7 Gasket Compression 0.010 in. 0.010 in.
8 Stiffness of Bolted Joint 9.6 x 106 lbin. 12. x106 Ibn.
9 Natural fiequency of Bolted Joint 295 Hz 395 Hz

I/.R 930 .24 Reiso .-2.-Jy20
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2.6 5 WATER SPRAY . .

The water spray test would not adversely affect the package integrity as the F-294 package is designed for
underwater loadirig and unloading.

If the water spray produces temperatures lower than, the temperature at which the container was'sealed, a
negative pressure will be produced in the cavity of the F-294 container. The container closure plug and the
container body are quite capable of withstanding full vicuuri i.ie, 14.7 psi exteral pressure. See Chapter
2, Appendix 2.10.5. The container, without credit of lead anidthe fins, is capable of withstanding external
pressure of 650 psi (44 atmospheres.)

Therefore the F-294 can withstand the water spray test during normal transport without any loss -of
integrity.

2.6.6 FREEDROP ; . . -.

2.6.6.1 Method of Compliance . ,

A full scale F-294 test packaging (with an F-3 13 source carrier) has been used to demonstrate compliance
with the Normal conditions of transport tests.The test was managed by the test plan document (Ref. [48D
and the Quality plan document (Ref. [49D. At Chalk Riyer'Laboratory (CRL) of Atomic Energy of Canada
Limited (AECL), Chalk River, Ontario, Caada,-on Fcbiuary 25th 1998, a full-scale F-294 test packaging
was subjected to a drop test program consisting of eight (8) drop tests. The eight (8) drop tests comprised
the combination of normal and accident conditions of transport tests. Eight (8) drop tests were carried out
on a single full-scale F-294 test packaging in the specified sequene:

Test #1: Normal Free Drbp Test: top end drop orientation' . ,
Test #2: 30-ft Free Drop Test: side oblique drop orientation
Test #3C: Puncture Test: npact on the zone near.lift lug fin #4 ..
Test #4: PunctureTest: ipact on the cylindical fireseld
Test #5: Pnmchte Test: impact on the fixed skid lowerplate.
Test #6: 30-ft Free Drop.Test:.top nd drop orientation ..
Test #7: Puncture Test: impact on the crush shield upper plate
Test #8: Puncture test: impac on thecylindrical fireshicld (nameplate zone)..

A single, fill-scale F-294 test packging was subjected to the nbrmfal 3-fr-fee drop test id one top end drop
orientation (i.e., inverted).The weightof the F-294 test packaging of 21,482 lb.is marginally greatcr than
the design maximum weiiht of the F-294 traspfrt ackage of 21,000 lb; The cask or the'closure plug or
the crush shield or the fireshield or the removable shipping skid components and the P-294 fasteners were

-not replaced in between the drop tests; they were~untoucbed throughout the drop testing program. This.,,
over-testing and extra test weight ensured a significant degree of cumulative damage and gave an added
measure of conservatismto the testresults.

The radioactive contents were simulated using eight (8) dummy, inactive, full-tcie C-188 capsules, evenly
spaced around a full-scale F-313 source carrier.The eight (8) dummy.C-188s and the F.-313 source carrier
were in the 'cavity of the F-294 test packaging throughout the'drop testing. Ie .F-457 source carder loaded
with 80 C-188 capsules weighs only 23 lb. more than the fully loaded F-313 source carrier. It is expected
that the F-294 with the F-457 source carrier will behave similarly to the F-294 with the F-313.source
carrier since the weight of the F-297/F-457 configuration is still less than the test packaging. The
differences between F-294 test packaging and F-294 transport package are addressed in Chapter 2,
Appendix 2.10.13.
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2.6.6.2 Test Objectives

The purpose of the test, in addition to conditioning the package for the Hypothetical Accident conditions
tests, was to generate the maximum load on the key structural components and the design features. These
(components and the design features) are:

I. Retention of the closure plug (i.e, boltedjoint).
2. Retention of the crush shield (ie., fasteners attaching the crush shield to the container).
3. Retention ofthe cylindrical fireshield (ie., fasteners attaching the cylindrical fireshield to the

container).
4. The lead shielding in the closure plug and the container (i.e., lead slump).

2.6.6.3 Test Method

The mechanical test program, normal and accident conditions, was carried out in single integrated drop test
program. Within the single integrated drop test program, the breakdown of the order of normal and/or
accident transport tests was as follows:

1) Normal drop test in top end orientation, followed by
2) Combination of:

* 30-ft free drop test in side oblique orientation, followed by
* puncture test to detach the crush shield, followed by
* additional puncture tests in other zones (side of ylindrical Thrshield, bottom of fixed slid),

followedby
3) Combination of:

* 30-ft drop test in top end orientation, followed by
* puncture test on upper plate of rush shield, followed by

4) Any unplanned tests.

As a result of the above logic, the following drop testing program emerged:
Test #1: Normal Free Drop Test: top end drop orientation
Test #2: 30.ft free Drop Test: side oblique drop orientation
Test #3C: Puncture Test: impact on the zone near lift lug fin #4
Test #4: Puncture Test: impact on the cylindrical fireshield
Test #5: Puncture Test: impact on the fixed skid lower plate
Test #6: 30-ft Free Drop Test top end drop orientation
Test #7: Puncture test: impact on the crush shield upper.plate
Test #8: Puncture test: impact on the cylindrical fireshield (nameplate zone)

At the conclusion of each test, the test packaging fasteners were not replaced. The cask was left untouched
throughout the program, with the exception of accelerometer instrumentation, which meant that the damage
was cumulative to give the results an added degree of conservatism.

2.6.6.4 Test Temperature

All free drop testing, performed on February 25, 1998 at Chalk River, Ontario, Canada, was conducted
at ambient temperature between 50C and 10'C. The stainless steel material, which surrounds the lead
shielding of the F-294 container, suffers no loss of ductility at low temperatures.
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2.6.6.5 Target

The drop test facility is located at AECL-Research Co., Chalk River, Ontario, Canada. It consists of an
* mpact pad and a hoisting tower (Ref CRL Drawing E 4511-2001). The base pad is fabricated from
reinforced concrete (of size approximately 10 ft x 106fA xIO ft.) resting on a solid bedrock. The upper
surface of the pad is covered with a 8-ft. x 6-fl x 4-inch thick alloy steel plate (Specification ASTM A-203
Grade E: YS = 56.7 ksi) and secuied with the reinforded concrete (CRL drawing E-4511-2002). The top
steel plate has a provision for mounting a target pin for puncture tests. The overall view of the drop test
facility is shown in Figure 2.6.6-Fl. .

2.6.6.6 Package Contents

.The radioactive contents were simulated using eight (8) dummy, in-active full-scale C-18 capsules evenly
spaced around a full-scale F-313 source carrier. The eight (8) dqummy C-188s and the F-313 source carrier
were in the cavity of the F-294 test packaging all throughout the drop testing. The C-188 dummy capsules
have a radial clearance of 0.015-inch and longifidiiil clearan ceof 0.9-inch to ensure free movement of the
capsules within the F-313 carrier. The F-313 source carrier was restrained longitudinally but was fre to
move radially. See Appendix 2.10.13. - . ;

2.6.6.7 Internal Heating .. - . .

The assessment of the performance of F-294 under Normal. and Hypothetical Accident condition tests
is based on the response on a full-scale model. Ii service F-294 will operate at a range of temperatures
imposed by the radioactive contents and the ambient conditions; Steady state temperatire tests of the
F-294, before and after the drop test program, have been conducted (see Appendix 2.10.12 for details).

For the purpose of the structural assessment of the cas ktmperaure has been taken as the teiiperature at
the female flange top ofthe closure plug bolted joint, which is the key component as it holds the closure
plug and provides the retention of the radioactive conteiats within the cavity of the F-294 container. The
temperature at this point, under extremes of contents and ambient temperature, is shown below in Table
2.6.T. The yield stress at the specified tenperaure forthe material of the component is shown in
Table 2.6.6-T2.

For the Normal conditions test, the temperature of the test packaging was ambient. However, the
temperature range is such that in high beat conientlhigh ambient conditions the material strength is
marginally reduced. This is addressed in Chapter 4, Appendix 4A.3 and sufficient margin of safety exists
to demonstrate that the issue of higher temperatre and reduced strength of the material is addressed.

*~ ~ ~ a. .. . .. t.. .............. ..

'Table 2.6.6-T:
- Top Closure Plug Temperatures

. . .Mr. 1 .
*~~ -7 I:. mm.

1

rnturc )' Ml'.- .
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Table 2.6.6-T2
Component Material Yield Stress at Specified Temperature

I __ __._ _ __9_ C ________ . Fla |; .i U- i -~ F Mnge s -
Material specification SS34L ASTMA-240

Yield Stress at 2730F 19,300 psi
Yield Stress at 1530F 23, 100 psi

2.6.6.8 Pressure Buildup

The pressures and stresses generated by the internal beat load are calculated in section 2.6.1.

2.6.6.9 Normal Free Drop Test Orientations and Justification

2.6.6&9.1 Drop test height

Since the F-294 package weight of 21,000 lb. is between the range of 11,000 lb. (jowerbound) and
22,000 lb. (upperbound), 10 CFR Part 71 ss 71.71 (c>-(7) requires a free drop test through a distance
of three (3) feet (0.9 metres). Therefore, the drop test distance is three feet.

2.6.6.9.2 Top end drop orientation

In this orientation, maximum loads shall act on the fasteners of the closure plug and the crush shield. The
package center of gravity over the point of impact ensures that no energy is dissipated by being converted
into rotational movement.

2.6.6.10 Pass/fail Criteria and Justification

1) Pass/fail criteria: closure plug and crush shield remain attached.
Justification: essentially for ability to withstand accident condition tests and also shielding function.

2) Package surface dose rates increase by no more than 20%/c.
Justification: regulatory requirement.

2.6.6.11 Test Results

In this section the key test results are recaptured from Appendix 2.10.12. See Appendix 2.10.12 for details
of the test results.
1) 3-fl. free drop Test #1: top end drop orientation (.e., inverted). See Figures 2.6.6-F2 (Dwg.

F629401-005) and Figure 2.6.6-F3 (photo 9802-23308-5) as record of F-294 test packaging
before the drop tests and Figures 2.6.6-F4 (photo 9802-23308-7) and Figure 2.6.6-FM (photo
9802-23308-10) as record of the F-294 test packaging after the drop test. The closure plug, the
crush shield and the cylindrical fimsbield were all retained and remained securely attached. The
principal damaged zones were centered around the crush shield. However, there was no breach
of the primary container shell. The test observations are:
1. Slight sripple" on load spreaderplate of cruish shield.
2. Mesh slightly bent inwards between two fins on crush shield.
3. Up to 0.5 in. of deformation on the crush shield.
4. No othervisible change.

INITR 9301 F294. Revision 4 -254- July 2003
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2.6.6.12 Shielding.'

There was no shielding testf(radiation survey) conducted right after the Normal 3-ft. free drop test on the
test packaging as this would have interrupted the balance of the accident drop testing program. However,
radiation surveys were done before and afterthe eight drop test program. These results are given in Table
2.7.1-TI.

After the normal 3-ft free drop test, as the crush shield moved by about 05 irich and the radioactive
sources can move up to 1.0 in. the cavity of F-294,'the soiirce-to-dose distance has been reduced by 1.5 in.
compared to the source-to-dose distance before the drop test. The effect of this reduction in source-to-dose
distance is presented in Chapter 5. The results are recaptiuetd here.

Before the drop test: Top of the crush shield (beyond top of the plug): contact reading 2.2 mrern/h
(375,360 Ci as of 1998-Jan-07). ':.

On contact. Top of the crush shield (beyond top of the plug): calculated dose 1.7 mrem/h

After the NCOT test assessment: Top of the plug,; contact calculated dose rate: 1.9 mrerilh

Therefore, the increase in iadiation dose afterthe normal drop test compared to the'radiation dose before
the normal free drip test = (1.9 mrem/hy(I.7 mremi/h) . 1.12 = 12%.

This complies with lOCFR 71, Pam' 71.43 (f).

2.6.7 Penetration ' . :

There was no penetration test performed on theF-294.Calculations are presented in Appendix 2.10.7.
As both top and bottom carbon steel plates are 05'ii ..thick. theyr will resist puncture when the F-294
package is subject to the penetration test. As the cylindrical fireshield shell is 0.25 in.'hick, it will resist
puncture when the F-294 package is subject to the pwenetntion test. Therefore the F-294 can \vithstand the
penetration test during normal transport without any loss of integrity. :

2.6.8 Conclusions .. .

Full-scale F-294 test packaging, due to inherent conservatism and its performance, has demonstrated the
ability of the F-294 transport package to maintain Its sfitctural integrity and shielding effectiveness under
the regulatory Nornal condition of transport test requirements.
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Figure 2.6.6-Fl
Overview of CRL Drop Test Facility
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Figure 2.6.6-F3
Photograph 9802-23308-s
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. Figure 2.6.6-F4
Photograph 98D223308-7
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Figure 2.6.6-F5
Photograph 9802-23308-10
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2.7 HYPOTHETICAL ACCIDENT CONDITIONS

The performance of the F-294 Transport Package, wben subjected to the hypothetical accident conditions
as specified in Section 71.73 of 10 CFR Part 71, is presented in this section by analysis and full scale
prototype testing and is shown to meet the standards specified.

2.7.1 RFREEDROP

There'are several drop orientations of the F-294 to be considered in determining the one most likely to
result in the greatest cumulative damage when the package is subjected to the subsequent Puncture,
Thermal and Water Immersion tests.

The F-294 package can be dropped in any of the six designated fire drop orientations shown in Figure
2.7.1-Fl. The drop orientations are identified as

Orientation#1.1 - EndDrop -Top
Orientation #12 - .. End Diop-Bottom.
Orientation#2 - SideDrop, .

Orientation#3.1 - CornerDrop-Top
Orientation#3.2 - CornerDrop-Bottom
Orientation #4 -. ObliqueDrop

To cuishion the impact during the 30-ft drop tcs1'the F-294 package has a top crush shield. The crush
shield assembly sits flush on the container top fins and is bolted at sixteen (16) locations to the container
top fins. In addition to the above energy absorbing elements, the F.-294 container hasi

* the extal cooling fins on the contamer.,.-.
* the fixed sdd
* the sipipgid Add. .. : , - ,

all of which serve as energy absorbing devices during the 30fl drop test Depending on the drop
orientation, not all of the energy absorbing devides come into play.

Using Davis (Ref [18D data of fin impact limiters, the analytical assessment of the F-294 package subject
to the 3-f drop test is given in detail in Appendix 2.10.9.1Bed on the butput of the Appendix 2.10.9, an
assessment is presented in Appendix 2.10.11 to determie the most dsaging 30-fl drop test orientation(s)
for the F-294 transport package. .'

InAppendix 2.10.12, the details of eight (8) droptests carried out on a full-scale F-294 test packaging are
presented, inclusive of pre-drop and post-drop tests. T'e eight (8) Orop tests that were carried out, in the

Pecified sequence areisted below: .. , '

Test #1: -. Normal Free Drop Test:'top end drop orientation
* Test #2: 30-f Fre Drop Test: side oblique drop orientation

Text #3: Puncture Test: impact on fbe zone near lift lug fin #4
Test #4: Puncture Test: impact onb the qyliidrical fHisbield -.

Test #S: Punctre.Test impactanthe fixed sid lowerplate
Test #6:. 30fL Free Drop Test:-top end drporientation -.

Text #7: Puncture Test impact on the crush shield upper plate
Test $8: Puncture Test impact on the cylindrical fireshield (nameplate zone)

In Appendix 2.10.13, the differences between the F-294 test packaging and the F-294 transport package
are identified. The impact of these differences is also assessed.

In Appendix 2.10.14, the stress analysis of the components of ihe F-294 transport package, subjected to
the deceleration loads measured and expected in a 30-ft. free drop, is presented.

930)1294; Revfrion 4 .2.61 -
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2.7.1.1 Test Temperature

All free drop testing was conducted between 50C and 10C. The stainless steel, which surrounds the lead
shielding of the F-294 container, suffers no loss of ductility at low temperatures.

2.7.1.2 Test Method

Based on the maximum damaging drop orientation assessment (presented in Appendix 2.10.11) and
other considerations, the following test program emerged: two (2) distinct sets of Hypothetical Accident
Conditions of Transport (HACOT) drop tests in the side oblique and top end orientations, preceded by a
single NORMAL drop test in the top end drop orientation. The sequence of drop testing on a single F-294
test packaging shall be as follows:

1) Normal drop test in top end orientation.
2) Combination of

* 3041 fee drop test in side oblique orientation, followed by
* puncture test to detach the crush shield, followed by
* additional puncture tests in other zones (side of cylindrical fireshield, bottom of

fixed skId)
3) Combination of

* 30-ft drop test in top end orientation, followed by
* puncture test on upper plate of crush shield

4) Any unplanned tests.

The F-294 tests were carried out as per Test Plan document (Ref. [48]) and Quality Plan document) Re.
[49]). Eight (8) drop tests were carried out on a single full-scale F-294 test packaging in the specified
sequence:

Test #1: Normal Free Drop Test top end drop orientation
Test #2: 30-ft Free Drop Test: side oblique drop orientation
Text #3: Puncture Test: impadt on the zone near lift lug fin #4
Test #4: Puncture Test impact on the cylindrical firesbield
Test #5: Puncture Test: impact on the fixed skid lower plate
Test #6: 30-ft. Free Drop Test: top end drop orientation
Text #7: Puncture Test impact on the crush shield upper plate
Test #8: Puncture Test: impact on the cylindrical fireshield (nameplate zone)

A single, full-scale F-294 test packaging was subjected to the 30-ft free drop test in hwo different
orientations. The 21,482-lb. weight of the F-294 test packaging is marginally greater than the design
maximum weight of the F-294 transport package of 21,000 lb. Neither the cask, the closure plug, the crush
shield, the fireshield, the removable shipping skid components nor the F-294 fasteners were replaced in
between the drop tests; they were untouched throughout the drop testing program. This over-testing and
extra test weight ensured a significant degree of cumulative damage and gave an added measure of
conservatism to the test results.

The radioactive contents were simulated using eight (8) dummy, inactive fill-scale C-188 capsules evenly
spaced around a fill-scale F-313 source carrier. The eight (8) dummy C-188s and the F-313 source carrier
were in the F-294 test packaging throughout the drop testing. The F-457 source carrier, loaded with 80
C-I 88 capsules, weighs only 23 lb. more than the filly loaded F-3 13 source carrier. It is expected that
the F-294 with the F457 source carrier will behave similarly to die F-294 with F-313 source carrier since
the F-294/F-457 configuration still weighs less than the test packaging.
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2.7.13 ObjectIves

The purpose of the tests was to generate the maximum loads on the key structural components and design
features. These are: - ..

* the closure plug
* tb6 retention of crush shield (with top integral fireshield)
* the retention of the cylindrical freshield -

* the integrity of stainless steel shell surrounding the lead shielding '...
* the lead shielding in the closure plug or the container assembly (lead shlum)

2.7.1.4- Package Orientations and Justification

2.7.1.4.1 30-ft Free Drop: side-oblique drop orientation (e., side corner)

In this drop orientation, large deformation and low decileration (g's) are expected. Ii this drop orientation,
the lift lug fin of the container shall be impacted and the high loads sh1 be transmitted to the primary shell
of the container, which has the potential to breachbthe container shell. In addition, the fasteners of the crush
shield shall be highly loaded such that they may fail; consequently, the crush shield may be detached
sufficiently to cause the reduction in thermal protection. Also, the closure plug fasteners shall be subjected
to shear loads and therefore cause its failure and subsequently the detachment or displacement of the
closure plug.

2.7.1.4.2 30-ft Free Drop: top end drop orientation (ie.s verical inverted)

In this drop orientation, small deformation and large deceleraiion (g's) are expected. In this drop
orientation, the closure plug fasteners iball be subjected to maximum loads and therefore cause its faile
and subsequently the detachment of the closure plug .;

2.7.1.5 Acceptance/rejection Criteria and Justification

I. The test packaging shall be radiation surveyedprior to drop tests and after the drop tests. The
Design Acceptance Criteria (DAC) shabe 80% ofthe regulatory allowable 1,000 mrem/h-
radiation at 1.0 m. from the surface of the dro tested packaging, based on maximum radioactive
contents in the package (Parm 71.51 (a) (2) of Ref [(I).

2. .There shall be no weld fractures or fractures in the primary stainless steel shell that envelopes
the lead shielding in the plug and in the container assembly. Fracues in the'fille weld btween'
the fin and container shell or fiactires in the'n sball' not be a cause of rejection.

3. There shall be no loss of thermal protection (i e.;noloss of the cush shield or'the 'fireshield or the
fixed skid) such that the container wall is directly exposed to the flame of fire in the hypothetical
thermal test. Min6r'openings in the theriial protection due to punct*re pin damage' shall not be a.

.cause for jection, provided the area of ping is less than 1% bf the total area of the thermal
protection.

4. The damage and displacement of the thermal protection is to be less than 10% of the total insulated
area. .

S. After the drop tests, the dummy capsules C-I 88s to meet the leaktightness of I x I 07 std. cc/sec
of air.
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2.7.1.6 Target

The drop test facility is located at AECL-Research Co., Chalk River, Ontario, Canada. It consists of
an impact pad and a hoisting tower (Ref. CRL Drawing E-4511-2001). The base pad is fabricated from
reinforced concrete (of size approximately 10 ft. x 10 t. x 10 ft.) resting on a solid bedrock. The upper
surface of the pad is covered with an 8-ft x 6-ft x 4-inch thick alloy steel plate (Specification ASTM A-203
Grade E: YS = 56.7 ksi) and secured with the reinforced concrete (CRL drawing E4511-2002). The top
steel plate has a provision for mounting a target pin for puncture tests. The overall view of the drop test
facility is shown in Figure 2.7.1-F2.

2.7.1.7 Test Results

In this section, the key test results are recaptured from Appendix 2.10.12. See Appendix 2.10.12 for details
of the test results.

2.7.1.7.1 30-ft Free Drop Test #2: side-oblique drop orientation (Le, side corner)

See Figures 2.7.1-F3, 2.7.1-F4 and 2.7.1-F5 respectively. The closure plug, the crush shield, the cylindrical
fireshield were all retained and remained securely attached. The principal damaged zones were centered
around the container lift lug #4. However, there was no breach of the primary container shell. The test
observations are:

1. Dummy weight transferred, so both dummy weights are on same side of the fireshield.
2. Measured angle = 36.50 from horizontal. Could not attain 40° drop angle,

due to C.O.G. of F-294 packaging.
3. Crush shield deformed on impact face.
4. Shipping sidd deformed on impact face.
5. Fbced skid mostly intact; horizontal crack (on skid) located below nameplate.

Horizontal crack (on skid) also at location of lead weights.
6. Nine broken welds on inner fin attachment of the crush shield.
7. Three side-crush-shield-to-container fasteners are loose.
8. Some welds intact on shipping skid.
9. Firteshield deformed on impact face.
10. Balance of fireshield intact
11. Upper fireshield intact No damage.
12. Shipping skid landedjust outside the steel pad, but on the reinforced concrete pad.
13. Side/top of the container (lift lug fin #4) zone impacted on the steel pad.

Z7.1.7.2 30-ft Free Drop Test #6: top end drop orentation (Le-, vertical inverted)

See Figures 2.7.1-F6, 2.7.1-F7 and 2.7.1-F8 respectively. The closure plug, the crush shield, and the
cylindrical fireshield were all retained and remained securely attached. The principal damaged zones were
centered around the crush shield fins. However, there was no breach of the primary container shell nor the
closure plug. The test observations are:

I Crush shield as per photographs.
2. Crush shield top retaining bolts still in place. Crush shield retained (jammed) on

top of the container.
3. Part of crush shield top ring missing.
4. Most severe deformation on half'of circumference.
5. Most crush shield fins attached. Some crush shield fins with broken pieces.

Some fins flattened.
6. Firesbield intact Slight outward bowing along top circumference.
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2.7.1.7.3 Leaklightness offihe Cavity of F-294

K) Before the eight (8) drop tests, the F-294 cavity was air preisure tested and helium leak tested. The cavity
was Ieaktight. . - *

After eight (8) drop tests, the F-294 cavity was air pressure tested and helium leak tested. The cavity was
.leaktight.

* ** - ****.-. . . -*

The details ofthe air pressure test and thehelium kaktestarepresented in Chapter 2, Appendix 2.10.12.

2.7.1.7.4 Shielding Tests

Before the eight (8) drop tests, the F-294 was radistia sucyed using 375,360 curies ofebbalt-60 as of Jan 7
1998. See Table 2.7.1-TI and Figure 2.7.1-49.

After eight (8) drop tests, the F-294 was radiation surveyed using 365,221 curies of cobalt-60 as of Mar.
24 1998. See Table 2.7.1-TI and Figure 2.7.1-F9.

The details of the F-294 radiation surveys (shielding tests) before and after the eight (8) drop tests are
presented in Chapter 2, Appendix 2.10.12 and in Chapter 5. The radiation sin'ey tests demonstrate that
the cask shielding meets the regulatory requirements.

2.7.1.8. Overall 30-ft. Free Drop Test Summary

1. The F-294 tests were carried out as per Test Plan document (Ref. [48]) and Quality lan
document) Ref. [49]). Oj February 25 1998, at Chalk RiverLaboratory (CRL) of Atomic Energy
Of Canada Limited (AECL), Chalk River, Ontaiio, Canada eight (8) drop tests were carried out on
a single full-scale F-294 test packaging in the specified sequence:
.. Test #1: Normal Free Drop.Test: top end drop orientation

. Test #2: .30-ft Free Drop Test: side oblique drop orientation
Text #3: PtmctureTesk impact on he zone near lift lug fin #4
Test #4:. Puncte Test impat on the cylindrical fireshield
Test #5: Puncture Test: impact on the fixed skid lower plate
Test #6: 30- Free Drop Test: top end drop orientation
Text #7: Punctre Te impact on the crush shieldu plate
Test #8: Punctupa e lnical firestield (nameplate zone)

2. Two (2) 30-ft free drop tests of the F-294 testpackaging were carried out in the orientation
specified below

1. side oblique corner drop (36.5 from the honzontal) (Test #2)
2. top end (inverted) drcp CTest #6); :

3. After the drop tests, the damage to the F-294 test packaging is as follows:
1. There were no cracks in the Fr-294 cavity wl orth externa' prmary shell ofthe

container (flask). there were no cracks in the closure plug.
2. Some container fin-to-fin welds were fractured. Some container-to-fin welds were

fractured. Some container fins had deformed significantly.
3. The closure plug was in place and had not come loose. The "neoprene" gasket of the

closure plug bolted joint was not damaged. The lift lug of the closure plug was
compressed by 0.66 in., primarily due to puncture pin impact.

4. The fins of the crush shield and ite container buckled in the standard J-shape or S-
shape.

> ,5. The cylindrical fireshield and the crush shield were retained.
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4. Integrity of Thermal Protection:
On the F-294 test packaging, there is 9,257 in2 area of the thermal protection surrounding the
F-294 flask. After the drop, there was an opening of 21 in2 (due to Puncture Pin Test # 4) and 6 ins
(due to Puncture Pin test #8). The 27 in2 opening area out of 9,257 in2 total thermal protection area
represent a loss of 0.3 % of thermal protection area.
The damage to the thermal protection was approximately 800 in2 out of total thermal protection of
9,257 in2. This represents 8.6 % of total thermal protection area was damaged.

5. F-294 Cavity Leaktightness:
Before the eight (8) drop tests, the F-294 cavity was air pressure tested and helium leak tested.
The cavity was leaktight.
After eight (8) drop tests, the F-294 cavity was air pressure tested and helium leak tested. The
cavity was leaktight.

6. C-188 Dummy Capsules Leaktightness:
Before the eight (8) drop tests, the C-188 dummy capsules were helium leak tested. They were
leaktight.
After eight (8) drop tests, the C-188 dummy capsules were helium leak tested. They were also
leaktight.

7. Deformation Profile:
The deformation profile of the F-294 test packaging as a result of eight (8) drop tests is depicted in
Dwg. F629401-022. see Figure 2.7.1-PlO.

8. Shielding Test:
Before the eight (8) drop tests, the F-294 was radiation surveyed using 375,360 curies of cobalt-60 as of
Jan 7 1998. The test radiation source was similar to the radioactive source for shipping
configuration. See Table 2.7.1-TI and Figure 2.7.1$9.
After eight (8) drop tests, the F-294 was radiation surveyed using 365,221 curies of cobalt-60 as
of Mar. 24 1998. See Table 2.7.1-Ti and Figure 2.7.1-F9.
The details of the F-294 radiation surveys (shielding tests) before and after the eight (8) drop tests
are presented in Chapter 2, Appendix 2.10.12 and in Chapter 5. The radiation survey tests
demonstrate that the cask shielding meets the regulatory requirements.

9. Measured Decelerations and Duration of Impact:
In the 30-ft. free drop test, in the side oblique drop orientation, the measured maximum
deceleration was 136 g's on top of the closure plug of F-294 and the duration of impact was
30 milli-seconds.
In the 30-ft. free drop test, in the top end (inverted) drop orientation, the measured maximum
deceleration was 132 g's on top of the closure plug of F-294 and the duration of impact was
24 milli-seconds.
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2.7.1.9 Conclusions

The F-294 transport package will maintain its structural, containment system and shielding integrity under
the hypothetical accident conditions free drop tests. These results will be the same whether an F-3 13 or an
F-457 source carrier is used.

Table 2.7.1-T.
F-294 Radiation Surveys: Before and After the Drop Test

'p- �� lv. I .
I � ¢'ftr u:flr,;iropAI

. 1.0 im from Surface Location

I 0.4.-: 0.8

2 :OA. 0.8

3 035 0.8

4 0.95 1A

5 1.8... 1.8

6 1.2.. 1.6

7 . 0.8: 1.0

8 1A. 1.8

Contact with Surface _:

. 2.2 4.0

2 .2.0 2.6

3 1.0 1.6

4 2.8 . 5.0
5 12.0 . 16.0

6 6.5 5.5

7 0.3 0.6

8 14.0 30.0
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Figure 2.7.1-Fl
Drop Test Orientations
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- FIgure 2.7.1-F2
CRL Drop Test Facility
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Chapter 2

-Figure 2.7.1-F4
30-ft Free Drop Test #2: F-294 Before the Drop Test

(Photo MDSN-F294-0032)
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Figure 2.7.1-FS
30-ft Free Drop Test #2: F-294 After the Drop Test

(Photo 9802-23308-23)
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Figure 2.1.7-F7
30-ft Free Drop Test #6: F-294 Before the Drop Test

(Photo 9802-23308-77)
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Figure 2.7.1-F8
3D-ft Free Drop Tet #6i F-294 After the Drop Test

(Photo 9802-23308-78)
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Figure 2.7.1-F9
Identification of the Locations of the F-294 During Radiation Survey

(Shielding Test)

4

5

6

7

8

Figure 2.7.1-FIO
F-294 Test Packaging Approximate Deformation Profile (After 8 Drop Tests)

(Dwg. F629401-022)
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Chapter 2

2;7.2 PUNCTURE

The F-294 package can be dropped in any of the six designated free drop orientations shown in Figure
2.7.2-Fl. Ile'drop orientations are identified as

Orientation #1.1 - End Drop - Top -

Orientation #1.2 - End Drop'- Bottom

Orientation #2 - Side Drop

Orientation #3.1 - Comer Drop -Top
Orientation #3.2 - Comer Drop -Bottom

Orientation #4 - Oblique Drop
In Chapter 2, Appendix 2.10.12, the details of eight (8)drop tests carried out on a full -scle F-294 test
packaging are presented, inclusive of pre-drop tests and post-drop tests. The eight (8) drop tests that were
carried out, in the specified sequence, are listedbelow: -

Test #1: Normal Free Drop Test: top end dop orientation
Test #2: 30-ft Free Drop Test: side oblique drop orientation
Test #3C: Puncture Test: pat on the zonenear lif lug fin 94
Test #4: Puncture Test: impact on the cylindrical fireshield
Test'#5: Puncture Test: impact on the fixed skid lower plate '
Test #6:.. 30-ft Free Drop Test: top end drp ortation :
Test #7: .. Puncture Test: impact on the crush shield upper-plate
Test #8: Puncture Test: impact on the cylindrical fireshield (nameplate zone).

2.72.1 Test Temperature . . .. . . :

All puncture testing was conducted betweem 50C and 10C. The stainless steel, which surrounds the lead
shielding of the F-294 container, suffers no loss of ductility at low temperatures.

2.7.2.2 Test Method - .

The F-294 puncture tests were carried out as per Test Plan document (Ref. [48]) and Quality Plan
document (Ref. [49]). Eight (8) drop tests were carrind out on a single, full -scale F-294 test packaging
in the specified sequence: -.

Test #l NormalFe re Drop Test: top end drop onentatiob
Test #2: 30-ft Free Drop Test: side oblique drop orientation
Test #3C: Pimcturc Test: impact on the zone near lift lug fin #4
Test #4: Puncture Test: impact on the Cylindrical fireshield
Test #5: Puncture Test: impact on the fixed skid lower plate .
Test #6: 30-ft Free Drop Test: top end drop.rientation.
Test #7: Puncture Test! impact on the crush shield upper plate
Test #8: Puncture test: impAt on the cylindrical fireshield (nameplate zone)

A single, full-scale F-294 test packaging was subjected to five () puncture tests in different drop
orientations. The puncture tests are listed above. The 21,482 lb. weight of the F-294 test packaging is
marginally greater than the design maximum reight of the F-294 transport package of 21,000 lb. Neither
the cask, the closure plug, the crush shield, the fireshieid;'the rernovable"shipping skid components nor the

J2 F-294 fasteners weir replaced in between the drop tests; they were unt6udhed throughout the drop testing
program. This over-testing and extra test weight ensured a significant degree of cumulative datiage and
gave an added measure of conservatism to the test results.
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The radioactive contents were simulated using eight (8) durnmy, inactive, full-scale C-1 88 capsules evenly
spaced around a full-scale F-313 source carrier. The eight (8) dummy C-1 88s and the F-313 source carrier
were in the cavity of the F-294 test packaging throughout the drop testing. The F457 source carrier loaded
with 80 C-188 capsules weighs only 23 lb. more than the fully loaded F-313 source carrier. It is expected
that the F-294 with the F-457 source carrier will behave similarly to the F-294 with the F-313 source
carrier since the F-294/F457 configuration still weighs less than the test packaging.

2.7.2.3 Objectives

The purpose of the puncture tests was to generate maximum loads on the key structural components and
design features. These are:

1. the closure plug
2. the retention of crush shield (with top integral fireshield)
3: the rtention of the cylindrical fireshield
4. the integrity of stainless steel shell surrounding the lead shielding
5. the lead shielding in the closure plug or the container assembly (lead slump)

2.7.2.4 Package Orientations and Justification

a) Puncture Test #3C Impact on the zone near lift lug fin #4 (i.e, side comer)

Planned puncture Test #3A (Dwg. F629401-7) or puncture Test #3B (Dwg. F629401.008) were not
carried out because after the 30-ft. free drop test in the side oblique drop orientation (i.e. Test #2), the
crush shield was jammed solid against the top /side comer of the F-294 thus making it difficult to detach
the crush shield as originally planned for Test #3A & Test #3B. Therefore an alternative puncture Test
#3C was proposed and discussed.

In Puncture Test # 3C drop orientation, the lift lug fin #4 of the container shall be impacted and the high
loads shall be transmitted to the primary shell of the container, which has the potential to breach the
container shell. In addition the impact load may affect the closure plug fasteners and cause its failure
and subsequently the detachment or displacement of the closure plug.

b) Puncture Test #4 Impact on the cylindrical fireshield

In this drop orientation, the cylindrical fireshield sandwich shells shall be subjected to maximum loads and
cause its failure. This shall cause a full through hole in the thermal protection and consequent exposure of
the side container wall to flames of fire. In addition, this test shall indicate if the container (cask) wall is
damaged due to the continuation of the puncture pin impact progression beyond the fireshield sandwich
shell.

c) Puncture Test #5 Impact on the fixed skid lower plate

In this drop orientation the fixed skid sandwich plates shall be subjected to maximum loads and cause its
failure. This shall cause a full through hole in the thermal protection and consequent exposure of the
bottom container wall to flames of fire.

d) Puncture Test #7 Impact on the crush shield upper plate

In this drop orientation, the crush shield sandwich plates shall be subjected to maximum loads and cause
its failure. This shall cause a full through hole in the thermal protection and consequently exposing the top
closure plug to flames of fire. In addition, the closure plug may be severely impacted as a result of the
puncture pin impact progression being arrested by the lift lug of the closure plug.

e) Puncture Test #8 Impact cylindrical fireshield (nameplate zone)

This test is similar to puncture Test #4, as specified above. The purpose of this test is to examine the
influence of the reinforced shell of the fireshield on the puncture pin progression during the impact.

JNJR 930) F294. Revfr Jon 4 -2.78- July 2003
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2.72.5 Acceptance/Rejection Criteria and Justification:

1. The test packaging shall be radiation surveyed bothpxiorito and after the drop tests. The Design
Acceptance Criteria (DAC) shall be 80°K of the regulatory allowable 1,000 mrerii/ radiation at 1.0 m.
from the surface of the drop tested packaging, based on maximum radioactive contents in the
package(Para1.51 (a)(2)ofRef [1]). , .-.

2. There shall be no weld fiactures or fractures in the primary stainless steel shell that envelopes the
lead shielding in the plug and in the container assemble. Fractures in the fillet weld between the fin
andcontainersbellorfracturesinthefinshallnotbeacause ofrejectionn.'

3. There shall be no loss of thermal protection (i.e., noloss of the crush shield or the &eshield or the fixed
skid) such that the container wall is di ecxposed to ihe flame' of fire in the hypothetical thermal
test. Minor opieiings in the thermAl protection due to puncture pin 'damag 'shall not be a cause for
rejection, provided the area of opening is less than 1% of the total area of the thermal protection.

4. The damage and displacement of the thermal protection is to.be less than irO%'of the total insilated
area.

5. After the drop tests the dummy C-188s to meet the Ieakghtness of 1 x le0 std. cclsec of air.

2.7.2.6 Target

The drop test facility is located at AECL-Research Co., Chalk River, Ontario,`Caiada. It consists of an
impact pad and a hoisting tower (Ref. CRL Drwing E -451-200i). The base pad is fabricated from
reinforced concrete (of size approximately 10 ft. x 10 f&t x 10 f.) iesting on'solid bedrock The upper
surface of the pad is covered with an alloy steel plate (8 ft. x 6 fx 4. in; thick). (Specification ASTM

* A-203 Grade E: YS = 56.7 ksi) and secured with the reinforced concrete'(CRL drawing E-4511-2002).
ITe top steel plate has a provision for mounting a target pin for puncture tests. Ihe overall view of the
drop test facility is shown in Figure 2.7.1-F2.

2.7.2.7 Target Pin

A full-scale target puncture pin (Material AISI C-1045) was used. It is depicted in Figure 2.7.2-F2 (Ref. Dwg.
F629401-004). It is constructed of a 6-inch diameterx 26-inch high steel .bar welded vertically to a 1-inch
thick steel plate. The puncture pin plate (1 inch thick) was secured (bolted) at each of four (4) comner
locations to the drop test pad plate (4 in. thick). If the puncture pin head was damaged, a backup identical
puncture pin was used.

2.7.2.8 Test Results '

In this section, the key test results are recaptured from Chapter 2, Appendix 2.10.12. See Appendix
2.10.12 for details of the test results. . .. ..

a) Puncture Test #3C: impact on the zone near lift lug fin #4 (i..e. side comer). See Figues 2.72-F3,
2.7.2-F4, and 2.7.2-FS respectively. The test observations are:
* Severe'local deformation of crush shield. ..
* Crack on fireshield at impact point. ,.. ..

* Upper fireshield intact. . .

* All bolting intact.. *.

* One (strip) piece of metal broke free (approx..1/2-inch wide by 8 in. long).
* Lift lug severely deformed.
* Puncture pin damaged (to be switched for next test).
* 26-inch high puncture pin used.
* The puncture pin fastening to the steel pad was checked before and after the test. The puncture

pin did not move during the test
* The puncture pin top face was damaged during the test.
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b) Puncture Test #4: Impact cylindrical fireshield. See Figures 2.7.2-F6, 2.7.2-F7, and 2.7.2-F8
respectively. The test observations are:
* Severe local deformation and shearing in a circular pattern.
* Both layers (walls) of fireshield penetrated.
* Dished head throughpuncture. Area cut is 2/3 of circumference of puncture pin.
* Approximately 2-inch displacement of entire shell (deformed zone).
* 6-inch diameter puncture.
* Approximately 101/2-to-I 1-inch diameter deformed zone.
* The shipping skid did not bottom out fist
* 26-inch high puncture pin (second pin) was used.
* The puncture pin fastening to the steel pad was checked before and after the test. The puncture

pin did not move during the test
* The pin face was not damaged after the test.

c) Puncture Test #5: Impact on fixed skid lower plate. See Figures 2.7.2-F9, 2.7.2-F 10, and 2.7.2-
Fl I respectively. The test observations are:
* Local deformation, no penetration.
* Deformation indentation zone similar to pin diameter.
* Deformation zone IO in. diameter.
* 26-inch high puncture pin (second pin) used.
* The puncture pin fastening to the steel pad was checked before and after the test The puncture

pin did not move during the test.
* The pin face was not damaged after the test

d) Puncture Test #7: Impact on the crush shield upper plate. See Figure 2.7.2-FI2, 2.7.2-F13, and 2.7.2-
F14 respectively. The test observations are:
* 6-inch diameter main deformation, 16-inch diameter gradual defonnation.
* No penetration. However, footprint of the pin on the upper plate of the crush shield.
* Approximately 2 in. vertical deformation.
* 26-inch high puncture pin (second pin) was used.
* The puncture pin fastening to the steel pad was checked before and after the test. The puncture

pin did not move during the test.
* The puncture pin face was not damaged after the test.

e) Puncture Test #8: Impact cylindrical fireshield (nameplate zone). See Figures 2.7.2-F15, 2.7.2-
F16, and 2.7.2-F 17 respectively. The test observations are:
* Shipping skid cleared the steel pad (impact plate).
* Packaging remained balanced on pin (pin penetrated fireshield).
* 1-foot diameter deformation by 1-1/2 inch deep.
* 2/3 circumference (of 6-inch diameter indent) penetrated.
* 26-inch high puncture pin (second pin) used.
* The puncture pin fastening to the steel pad was checked before and after the test. The puncture

pin did not move during the test
* The puncture pin top face was not damaged after the drop test.
* The shipping skid landed on the reinforced concrete pad just outside the steel pad. The

shipping skid did not bottom out first.
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f) Lezatightness of the cavity of F-294:
-Before the eight (8) drop tests, the F-294 Cavity was air pressure tested and helium leak tested.
The cavity was leaktight.
After the eight (8) drop tests, the F-294 cavity was air pressure tested and helium leak tested.
The cavity was leaktight.

g) Shielding tests
Before the eight (8) drop tests, the F-294 was radiation surveyed using 375,360 curies of cobalt-60
as of January 7, 1998 (see Table 2.7.1-TI and Figure 2.7.I-F9).
After the eight (8) drop tests, the F-294 was radiation surveyed using 365,221 curies of cobalt-60
as of March 24,1998 (see Table 2.7.1-Ti and Figure 2.7.1-F9).
The test demonstrates that the cask sbieldizig meets the regulatory requirements.

2.7.2.9 Overall Summary of Puncture Tests on F-294

1. The F-294 was subjected to five (5) puncture pin tests.
2. Test #3C: The puncture pin, impacting the zone near lift lug #4, left a foot print and gouged the

fins in the impact zone.
3. Test #4: The puncture pin, impacting the cylindrical fireshield, resulted in a small tear and opening

of area21 inr. .

4. Test #5: the puncture pin, impacting the Ned skid, left a foot print only and did not tear the plate.
5. Test f 7: The puncture pin, impacting the crush shield, left a foot print only and did not tear the

plate. The lift lug of the closre plug was comprcssed 0.66 in. as a resalt of pin progresion untl
arrested.

6. Test #8: The puncture pin, impacting the cylindrical fireshield at the nameplate zone, resulted in a
small tear and opening of area 6in .

7. The deformation profile of the F-294 test packaging as a result of eight (8) drop tests is depicted in
Dwg. F629401-022 (see Figure 2.7.1-FIO).'

2.7.2.10 ConclusIons

The F-294 transport package shall maintain its structiural, containment system and shielding integrity under
the hypothetical accident conditions puncture tests. These results will remain the same whether an F-313 or
an F-457 source carrier is used.

YNITR 9301 F294, Revibson 4 - 28J - Atl 2003
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Figure 2.7.2-Fl
Drop Test Orientations for F-294 Puncture Pin Test
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Figure 2.7.2-F4
Puncture Test #3C: Before the Drop

(Photo MDSN-F294-0063)-
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Figure 2.7.2-F5
Puncture Test #3C: After the Drop

(Photo 9802-23308-53)
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Figure 2.7.2-F7
Puncture Test #4: Before the Drop

(Photo 9802-23308-62)
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Figure 2.7.2-F8
Puncture Test #4: After the Drop

(Photo 9802-23308-63)
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Figure 2.7.2-FIO
Puncture Test #5: Before the Drop

.(Photo 9802-23308-69)
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Figure 2.7.2-F11
Puncture Test #5: After the Drop

(Photo 9802-23308-72)
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Figure 2.7.2-F13
Puncture Test #7: Before the Drop

(Photo 9805-23308-85)
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Figure 2.72-F14
-Puncture Test #7: After the Drop.

(Photo 9802-23308-86)
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Figure 2.7.2-F16
Puncture Test 1I8: Before the Drop

(Photo 9802-23308-91)
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Figure 2.7.2-F17
Puncture Test #8: After the Drop

(Photo 9802-23308-92)
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2.7.3 THERMAL . .

The F-294 test packaging has 9,257 in2 of thermal protection area surrounding the flask. The F-294
transport package has 11,167 in area of thermal protection surrounding the caisk The condition of the
F-294 test packaging prior to the hypothetical accident condition of transport therimal test is that all the
fireshields (therimal protection) are retained around the F-294 lead shielded container (cask); however about
800 in2 out of 9257 in2 of total thermal protection is compressed due to the puncture test, 30-ft free drop
test and other considerations. At some locations, the firesieds are flattened, i.e., the thermal insulation is
compressed. Also, due to puncture pin tests, the total area of openings in the fireshiiids is 27 ii? out of
9,257 in. This represents loss of thermal protection of 0.3% of total area. The impact of the degradation
of the thermal protection around the F-294 has been investigated in Chapter 3, Appendix 3.6.4.

The temperature increases within the F-294 package resulting fr6m the hypothetical accident thermal
evaluation are presented in Chapter 3, Section 3.5 and in Appendix 3.6.4. These temperature increases
have mininial effects on the performance and integrity of the package. This is further discussed in
Chapter 3.

2.7.3.1 Summary of Pressures and Temperatures

The pressure increases in the F-294 package after the hypothetical accident condition of transport thermal
test are as follows: ..

In the cavity of F-294, the pressure build up is as follows:
T = Average Tempeaturre of F-294 Cavity in NQOT 6060F
Pi .- Pressue ofthe cavt.inNOOT.=29.6psia
T2  = Average Temperature of the cavity after fire test = 7210 F
P2  = Pressure ofthe cavity after fire test- ? (unown) psia

P2 =P1I x [T2 + 460]/[T +460]
= 29.6 x [721 + 460J/[606 + 460]
=29.6x 1,18111,066 . ;
=32.Spsia
=18.1 psig..
=20 psig (design).;..

Therefore the cavity of F-294 in accident conditions of trasport is at 20 psig and average temperature
of 721 IF. The cavity wall is at nominal temperaiure of 500 .F. Given that the maximum activity within
the cavity is the same regardless of the source carrier used, temperatures and pressures of the cavity of the
F-294 container are expected to be the sane for both F-3 13 and F-457 source carriers.

Inthe C0188 assembly,thepressebuildvupis as follows:
T, = Temperature of C-189in wideni terpool ='708F
Pi = Intemal Pressure of C-1BS inundeiwaterpoowl 14.7 psia
T2 = Temperature of C-l nMHACOT of F-294 9400 F
P2  =Pressure of C-188 in HACOT ofF-294 =? (unown) psia

DrM9301Fn94, Resion4 -2.99 - -* dy 2003
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P2  =PI x[T2 + 460]/[TI + 460]
= 14.7 x 1940 + 460H[70 + 460]
= 14.7 x 1,400/530
= 38.83 psia
= 24.1 psig.
= 27 psig (design)

During accident conditions of transport, the C-188 has an internal pressure of 27 psig and temperature
of 940°

2.7.3.2 Stress Calculations

1. C-188 Sealed Source: Due to build up of internal pressure.
See Chapter 4, Appendix 4.4.5. for detailed stress calculations.
Due to internal pressure of 27 psigi the C-188 during ACOT of F-294,
1. thehoopstressinthetubeawayfromjoint=192psi
2. the boop stress in the tube at thejoint 282 psi
3. the bending stress in the end cap = 5psi.
Based on yield stress of 15,000 psi for ss3l6L at 9400F, C-188 has a Safety Factor of 52 and
Margin of Safety of 51. Therefore tbe containment, i.e., the outer assembly of C-188 sealed source,
shall maintain its structural integrity.

2. Closure plug bolted joint subject to internal pressure and G-loads
Due to build-up of internal pressure, the main plug bolted closure is examined in detail. The
internal pressure in the cavity is 20 psig (see Chapter 4, Appendix 4.4.6).
2.1. Internal pressure load, WOP
Tle internal pressure load, WOP is calculated as follows:

Wop = AP *Area
= AP* [ * G2/4]
= 20 * 15.912/4 [psi* in2]
= 4,000 lb.

where
AP = 20 psi (internal pressure - outside the F-294 container at atmospheric

G = gasket reaction diameter= 15.91 in.
2.2 Gasket seating Load, Fsa

FSG x *b*G*y
where

b effective gasket seating width
G = gasket diameter
y = gasket seating stress 200 psi

(Ref. [17] ie., ASME VIHI Div. 1: Table UA.49-1)

Il
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Basic gasiket seating width, bo actual width of gaset/2
.* (1638 -15.44) x o.s2
=0235 fin

When bo 5 114 in., the effective gasket seating width, b bo 0.235 in.
When bo 5 1/4.in., diameter.at location of giAet reaction, G

G = Mean diameter ofgasket contact face
= (16.38+15.44)xO.5
= 15.91 n . .

Gasket seating Load, Fs .
FsG =C*b*G*y

0235 * 15.91 200
=2,400 lb.

Therefore, gasket seating and internal pressure load acting on the plug,
Wb k- mp* =FSG.+WOP.

= 2,400+4,000
=6,400

Design check: what is the total bolt load available on basis of UTS oftbe bolt material?
16 cap screws (1-8-UNC: UNBRAKO 1960) i-in. are specified as closure plug bllts..
For UNBRAKO 1960 cap screw material, UTS =180,000 psi; YS = is5,000 psi.

Bolt data - 1-mn nominal diameter
stressareaperbolt =0.551in2  :
root diameter = 0.838 in
UNC = coarse thread
8 threads perinch (8 tpi).
* Wbft w Ma"' =no. of bols x bolt area x allowable'stress

.e16 x 0.551 x RJS-
=16 x 0551 x1I080,000

1,586,800 lb.

As Wb m'dibk (1,586,800 lb.).> W.w Rt q*(6,4 00 lb.), the closure plug bolting design is
more than adequate to resist the forces on the closure plug due to internal pressure.

Now let us consider additional forces on the closure plug due to 132 g's on F-294 resulting from
30-ft fiee drop test of F-294, in top end drop onentaton.

W AD = Loaddue to G-load=Wx ibHoor -.1,115 lb. x 132 ges
= 147,200 lb.

where
WWPLWo+Wca 1,070+45 1,1 15 lb.

The total load on the closure plug required to maintain flanged, gasketed joint in HACOT is
WImqend c6t)In *gACOTy= FSG + W)P+ WiLOAD

=2,400+4,000 + 147,200 lb.
= 153,200

As Wbatwnbk (1,586,800 lb.) >WmJd*phqACOT (153,200 lb.), the closure plug bolting
design is more than adequate to resist the forces on the closure plug due to internal pressure and
G-loads on F-294 arising fioxii hypothetical accident drop tests.

PM 9301 p294. Revkion 4 * , 2.1020- * 203
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Safety factor (SF) = Wbt tlod m hbV .TaM xephug. HAuCOT

= 1,586,800 lb1153,200
=10.35

Margin of Safety= SF- I = 10.35-1 9.35
As the margin of safety (MS) is greater than zero, the bolted joint as specified shall be maintained
during the hypothetical accident conditions of transport IJACOI) of F-294 package.

3. Cavity wall due to build -up of internal pressure:

3.1 The hoop stress in the lower cavity tube, without taking lead restraint into account,
is as follows:

<she p d/ 2t
wbere

p = 20 psig intenal pressure
d = mean diameter of lower cavity be = 12.0 in.
t =0.500Sin.
*<w = 20 x 122 x 0.5 =240 psi.

For ss3O4L at 5000F, yield stress = 15,500 psi.
Safety Factor (SF) = allowable stress/applied stress

= 0.667 x YS/cd
= 0.667 x 15,500,240
=43

Margin of Safety (MS) - SF - I 43 - I = 42

3.2 The bending stress in the lower cavity end cap, without taking restraint of lead into
account, is as follows:

C0b = cp/[d]J2

where
c = constant based onjoint geometry

= 02 based on ASMB VI% Division 1, Figure VG 34 (i)
p = ntenal presure = 20 psig
t = thickness of end cap = 0.75 in.
d = inteml dianeter of the wbe = 1l .5 in.
Ob = 0.2 x 20/[0.75/1 1 .5]2 940 psi.

For Hastelloy C-276, YS, yield stress at 500 IF = 36,000 psi

Safety Factor (SF) = allowable stress/applied stress

= 0.667 x YSIab
= 0.667 x 36,000/940
=25.5

Margin of Safety (MS) = SF-I 25.5 - I - 24.5

Therefore, the lower cavity assembly under build-up ofpressure of 20 psig has sufficient margin of
safety that the structural integrity of the cavity assembly shall not be compromised.

JiWIR 9301 F294. RevisIon 4 - 2.102 -
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KJ 2.7.4 WATER IMMERSION

10 CFR 71.73(c)(6) requires that "a separate, undamaged specimen must be subjected to water pressure
equivalent to immersion under a head of water of at least 15 m (501A.) for a period of not less than eight (8)
hours. Fortestpurposes, an external pressureof waterof 150 kPa (21;7 psi) gauge is considered to meet
these conditions".

An external e qual to 217 psig would have no effect on the package. In Chapter 2, Appendix 2.10.5, it is
shown that the container shall withstand 45 atmospheres (664 psia or 649 psig) without taking credit for
lead shielding and external cooling fin stiffening restraint. Therefore, the F-294 container shall have no
difficulty withstanding the external pressure equal to 21.7 psig.

The package is desiged to transport C-188 radioactive sealed sources.1hese sealed sources have been
designed, tested and certified to meet the Class 5 exrnal pressure test requirements of the ANSI N542
Standard (Ref [10]) (also see Chapter 4, Appendix 4.4.2)..This test requires that the capsule be subjected
to external pressure ranging from 3.6 psia to 10,150 psia without any loss of integrity. Hence, the source
capsule is designed to withstand external pressures ranging from 0.25 atmospheres (3.6 psia to 690
atmospheres (1,0150 psia). Consequently the integrity of the containment (C-l88) is sound.

Hence, in summary, a separate, undamaged F-294 container Specimen would be unaffected by an external
pressure equal to 21.7 psig or immersion under a head of water of 50 ft. for a period of at least eight (8)
hours:

2.7.5 SUMMARYOFDAMAGE

1. The F-294 tests were carried out as per Test Plan document (Ref. [48]) and Quality Plan
document) Ref. [49]). On February 25 1998, at Chilk River Laboratoiy (CRL) of Atomic Eneigy Of
Canada Limited (AECL), Chalk River, Ontario, Canada eight (8) drop tests were carried out on a single
full-scale F-294 test packaging in the specified sequence:

Test #1: Normal Free Drop Test top end dp orientation
Test #2: 30-ft Free Drop Test: side oblique drop orientation
Text #3: Puncture Test: impact on the zone near lift lug fin #4
Test #4: PunctureTest: impact on the cylindrical fireshield
Test #5: Puncture Test. impact on the fixed skid lower plate
Test #6: 30-ft Free Drop Testi top end drop orientation
Text #7: Punctre Tcst; impact on the iiish shield ipperplate
Test #8: Puncture Test: impact on the cylindrical fireshield (nameplate zone)

2. Aflter the drop tests, the damage to the F-294 test packaging is as follows:
1. There were no cracks in the F-294 cavity wall or the external primary shell of the container

(flask). there were no cracks in the closure plug.
2. Some container fin-to-fin welds were fiactured. Some containerso-fln welds were fiactured.

Some container fins had deformed significantly.
3. The closure plug was in place and had not come loose. Ile 'neoprene" gasket of the closure

plug bolted joint was not damaged. The lift lug of the closure plug was compressed by 0.66 in.
primarily due to puncture pin impact.

4. The fins of the crush shield and the container buckled in the standard J-shape or S-shape.
5. The cylindrical fireshield and the cnisb shield were retained.
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3. Integrity of Thermal Protection:
On the F-294 test packaging, there is 9,257 in2 area of the thermal protection surrounding the
F-294 flask. After the drop, there was an opening of21 in2 (due to Puncture Pin Test # 4) and 6 in2

(due to Puncture Pin Test #8). The 27 in2 opening area out of 9,257 in2 total thermal protection
area represents a loss of 03 % of thermal protection area.

The damage to the thermal protection was approximately 800 in2 out of total thermal protection
of 9,257 ink This represents 8.6% of total thermal protection area was damaged

4. F-294 Cavity Leaktightness:
Before the eight (8) drop tests, the F-294 cavity was air pressure tested and helium leak tested.
The cavity was leaktight.
After eight (8) drop tests, the F-294 cavity was air pressure tested and helium leak tested. The
cavity was leaktight.

5. C-188 Dummy Capsule's Leaktightness:
Before the eight (8) drop tests, the C-1 88 dummy capsules were helium leak tested. They were
leaktight.
After eight (8) drop tests, the C-188 dummy capsules were helium leak tested. They were also
leaktight.

6. Deformation Profile:
The deformation profile of the F-294 test packaging as a result of eight (8) drop tests is depicted
in Dwg. F629401-022 (see Figure 2.7.1-FlO.)

7. Shielding test:
Before the eight (8) drop tests, the F-294 was radiation surveyed using 375,360 curies of cobalt-60 as
of January 7, 1998. The test radiation source was similar to the radioactive source for shipping
configuration. See Table 2.7.1-Ti and Figure 2.7.1-F9.
After eight (8) drop tests, the F-294 was radiation surveyed using 365,221 curies of cobalt-60 as
of March 24, 1998. See Table 2.7.1-TI and Figure 2.7.1-F9.
The details of the F-294 radiation surveys (shielding tests) before and after the eight (8) drop
tests are presented in Chapter 2, Appendix 2.10.12 and in Chapter 5. The radiation survey tests
demonstrate that the cask shielding meets the regulatory requirements.

8. Measured Decelerations and Duration of Impact.

In the 30-ft. free drop test, in the side oblique drop orientation, the measured maximum
deceleration was 136 g's on top of the closure plug ofF-294 and the duration of impact was
30 milliseconds.
In the 30-fl free drop test, in the top end (inverted) drop orientation, the measured maximum
deceleration was 132 g's on top of the closure plug of F-294 and the duration of impact was
24 milli-seconds.
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